
1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

Yes 

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

It is a lovely looking building and gives the main street some character. Is nice to see some historic building in the village.  

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

It would be great it the building could be used more so people have a connection with it. A room for meetings. Exercise classes.  

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

Contact details (optional) 

Name 

Phone 

Email 
 



1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

Yes it is one of the only landmarks left in culverden township 

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

It's a historical value and also of where I got my first driver's licence 

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

I think the interior should be modernized and returned back to the community Centre from the school library and also could house or a 

visit from age concern and those organisations and make it more attractive for applying for your rebates and easier for the elderly 

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

Back entrance into the yard should be reinstated so vehicles and buses can exit onto Montrose Avenue stopping dangerous turning onto 

the main road 

Contact details (optional) 

Name 

Colin Holmes  

Phone 

0274374797 033158253 

Email 

trevercolin1945@gmail.com  

 

mailto:trevercolin1945@gmail.com


1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

No 

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

Changed to whatever makes it useful 

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

Maybe sell it for conversion to retail shops  

Contact details (optional) 

Name 

Phone 

Email 
 



1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

Yes 

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

Link to the past and a distinctive and striking building (which Culverden lacks both). 

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

My main interest is in preserving the identity and the architectural values. 

Best if it could be used commercially to help fund running costs. Although the main board room is special and could service community 

needs 

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

Protecting the buildings future is priority 

Thank you for the opportunity for feedback  

 



1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

Not particularly  

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

Something new. Maybe keeping some of the original features.  

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

There’s a definite lack of retail space in the Main Street and this could be developed for the perfect solution. There’s also plenty of 

alternative buildings serving the same purpose as the existing building.  

Contact details (optional) 

Name 

Phone 

Email 
 



1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

Yes 

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

The building records the fact that the Amuri County Council existed. 

The building is attractive, has a lot of character and is located where people can appreciate this. 

I worked in this building for the Amuri County Council from 1977 to 1985  

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

Keep it the same. Could be used for historical photos, items of intrest etc relating to the Amuri County 

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

Amuri residents should be able to hold on to this part of their identity and not have its future decided by others who may not appreciate 

its significance 

Contact details (optional) 

Name 

Glenys Hendrickson 

Phone 

0274307459 

Email 

gihendrickson57@gmail.com 

 

mailto:gihendrickson57@gmail.com


1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

Yes 

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

The history and architecture, Has always been an iconic building of culverden township 

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

It should be altered to allow new business to come to the township eg cafe, while keeping the historic building and preserving the history 

of the amuri district 

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

Contact details (optional) 

Name 

James burrows  

Phone 

Email 
 



 



 



 



1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

A distinctive and historic part of Culverden 

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

History, architecture and location all significant. But even before the earthquake the building had little use.  

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

For practical purposes, the building is redundant. Other sites now carry out minor local Council functions and are available for meetings.  

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

Other options, such as retail, leasing or redevelopment in conjunction with St Johns should be considered. Good discussions at meeting 

last evening 26 June.  

Contact details (optional) 

Name 

Rod Thomson 

Phone 

+6433158091 

Email 

auchtercairn@hotmail.com 

 

mailto:auchtercairn@hotmail.com


1. Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway? 

No 

2. If yes to question 1, what makes it special? E.g. Is it the history, the architecture, the location, or something else?  

To be honest it’s cold, dark n ugly looking  

3. What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered or upgraded or should 

something new be created?  

Either sell it or modernise it with lots of glass and make it into retail NOT industrial or food retail 

4. Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and site? If so, please specify.  

We need to push Culverden into the 21st century. And seriously upgrading this building would be a great start! It’s such a waste of land 

on the main road, let Culverden grow in the retail area. Put lots of little retail shops in this whole site 

Contact details (optional) 

Name 

Sue Boyd 

Phone 

027 222 66 52 

Email 

suechef76@gmail .com 

 



 



 



 

 
 

Hi All,   
 

With a prior engagement I couldn’t make it to the meeting, but did receive the flier and did see the night in the Peril. 

 

Rod has summarised the situation well.  

To add to point 5 where a commercial solution could be the way forward, I feel the debate would evolve around how much of the facade/ 

building, would/could be incorporated into any new development. 

 

I look forward to the committee’s findings. 

 

Thanks  

David Croft 

Hillcrest Culverden Farming Ltd 

58 Cemetery Rd 

Culverden 7392 

0274 311 553 

 

Sent from my iPad 

 
From: Rod Thomson [mailto:auchtercairn@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, 27 June, 2019 4:48 p.m. 

To: kelsey.ashworth@hurunui.govt.nz 

mailto:auchtercairn@hotmail.com
mailto:kelsey.ashworth@hurunui.govt.nz


Cc: 'Dick Davison'; D & N Anderson; David Croft; Mark Nesbit 
Subject: Amuri County Chambers Future RT 27.6.19 

  

Hello Kelsey 

  

You probably recall me from the meeting last evening. It was interesting that the number of Council staff roughly equalled the number of 

Culverden and district residents! Perhaps this is a sign that the the building, while a local fixture of nostagic interest, is not vital to the village. It 

was good to have a lot of detail supplied, and no doubt you have all the main points of discussion well noted. My own opinion is as follows 

  

1. Although the building has been strengthened and the attractive facade is sound meantime, much of the funding for this has come from 

outside, and the balance from Council on a district wide basis. The Council has understandably wished to pause at this point and look for 

solid support from Culverden before committing further district cash.  

2. The Culverden community has functioned perfectly well since the earthquake and unavailability of the old chambers. There are 

numerous and better meeting rooms. Remaining local Council functions are minor, and have been handled cheaply and effectively in 

conjunction with the school at the library for some years now.  

3. The recent loss of retail space along the Culverden main street, while tourist traffic continues to increase, certainly looks like an 

opportunity for retail use of the old chambers. However,  rentals may not recover the cost of any  sizeable alteration to the interior. 

Possibly the main room could be used for a museum / photographic display, with retail on the north side.  

4. Working with St John on a combined redevelopment of both sites appears sound in principle. The big Council site and access to SH7 

would be advantageous to St John, though I am unsure if or how the old chambers would fit into any arrangement. Very early days yet.  

5. A commercial solution which reduced costs to ratepayers would be an advantage. Further discussions along these lines should be 

encouraged.  

  

Hope this helps. I have copied to Crs Davison and Anderson, and also to the Culverden Community Committee chairman and secretary as I 

cannot get to their meeting on 31 July.  

  

Regards                Rod 

 



Amuri County Chambers Survey

Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway?*

What makes the Chambers Special to you ?

What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered
or upgraded or should something new be created?

If you need to, please expand your thoughts for its use

Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and
site? If so, please specify.

Name

Phone

Email

Yes No

As the community connector i use these chambers often for meetings.  I also think that the chambers are one
of the few remaining historical buildings we have in Culverden. 

I really like the idea of a public private partnership.  If we can keep the historical front and repurose the back
with shops and potential for a community hub/centre/offices.

With the make up of our community being so multi-cultural, we have the need for a community hub and for
offices where people can meet and travelling agencies and servcies can meet people confidentially.  I agree
that if the building could turn a profit with having shops to rent out this would be ideal.  However after meeting
in there last week it looks like there is a lot of work to get it to a state where it would be able to rented out.

Lovely to perserve some of our local history so keeping the front part would be ideal.  If we can get some
concept plans drawn up so the public can visualise what it may look like and vote accordingly. 

Contact Details (Optional)

Jess Davison

212980807

jessconnectamuri@gmail.com



Amuri County Chambers Survey

Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway?*

What makes the Chambers Special to you ?

What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered
or upgraded or should something new be created?

If you need to, please expand your thoughts for its use

Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and
site? If so, please specify.

Name

Phone

Email

Yes No

It is part of the identity of the Amuri. It is associated with the former country council and the decisions that
created the Amuri area. It is the last link to the past and should be retained for future generations 

The council building should be retained in its present form with the it being used as a museum highlighting the
Amuri area from its infancy to its present day inclusion into the Hurunui District. The site could be upgraded to
include past council machinery that was used to form the area as it once was.

Contact Details (Optional)



Amuri County Chambers Survey

Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway?*

What makes the Chambers Special to you ?

What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered
or upgraded or should something new be created?

If you need to, please expand your thoughts for its use

Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and
site? If so, please specify.

Name

Phone

Email

Yes No

There's not a lot of history to be seen in Culverden so it's nice to have at least one old building.

Most buildings are farm related and not everyone who lives here are farmers. It would be nice if this building
was used for something other than farming. Like when the beautician was there. Our a gift shop or the three
bored housewives who actually began after a weekend market held in the chambers Queens birthday weekend
2004.

Please see above

Building surviving l definitely needs upgrading it looks and smells appalling

Council shouldn't be selling off assets. Value your ratepayers, residents and history instead of making
everything about money

Contact Details (Optional)















Amuri County Chambers Survey

Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway?*

What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered
or upgraded or should something new be created?

If you need to, please expand your thoughts for its use

Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and
site? If so, please specify.

Name

Phone

Email

Yes No

Keep the facade and put new retail space in there. The whole site should be given over to retail as there’s
none available in Culverden. The Main Street is all industrial or food. We NEED Culverden to grow it’s retail
potential. The buses can park at the school or any if the truck yards around. Put 5-10 new retail site in there 

The building is very cold n dark looking and definitely uninviting at the moment. The broken fence makes
Culverden look run down and not a nice place to stop and visit. 

Contact Details (Optional)

Sue Boyd

272226652

suechef76@gmail.com



Amuri County Chambers Survey

Is the Amuri County Chambers special to you in anyway?*

What makes the Chambers Special to you ?

What should the site and buildings be used for? E.g. Should the site be kept the same, should it be altered
or upgraded or should something new be created?

If you need to, please expand your thoughts for its use

Is there anything further you feel needs to be said, when considering the future of these buildings and
site? If so, please specify.

Name

Phone

Email

Yes No

The fact that it is historic & therefore needs to be kept for future.

It must be retained & simply made structurally sound without altering its look.

How about a coffee/small eatery place with some artifacts displayed.

I wonder where the clock is. While passing through when the Kaikoura road was closed I would stop to admire
it. Made by English Clock Systems London it is a beauty & worth keeping it.

Contact Details (Optional)

Trevor Hayes

733997799

tc-hayes@bigpond.net.au
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